
1. Title of Research Project:
Developing advanced beam models of MeerKAT antennas using interferometer data.

2. Academic level: Masters

3. Supervisor’s  title and full name: Dr. S. K. Sirothia

4. Co-supervisor’s  title and full name:-----

5. Supervisor’s university: Square Kilometer Array – South Africa (SKA-SA), 3rd Floor, The Park, 
Park Road, Pinelands – 7405, Cape Town

6. Overview and aims of the Research project:

The image is obtained by combining visibilities from various antennas having varied beams. A nominal
primary beam correction is applied to the image, to get the true image. However, the interferometric
image beam could be widely different from individual antenna beams. Techniques will be developed to
measure  the  combined  interferometer  beam using  the  data  used  for  mapping,  and  errors  will  be
quantified as compared to individual antenna beams. The project will be using MeerKAT AR1 data.

7. Relevance of the research to the research priority areas of MeerKAT and SKA:

Accurate primary beam correction is essential for making wide field maps and surveys. Conventionally,
individual  antenna  beams  are  separately  measured  and  their  models  are  used  for  primary  beam
corrections while mapping. The project aims to determine the primary beams of individual antennas
using the visibility data during the observation in interest.  The method could improve flux density
accuracy from interferometric arrays like MeerKAT.

8. Research  work  breakdown

(a) Research work structure for Year 1:
During the first year the candidate will learn the analysis techniques for making MeerKAT AR1
images. Also a framework will be developed to determine beam using the data, using sources
and noise maps of the field of view.

(b) Research work structure for Year 2:
During second year the analysis technique developed for determination of beam will applied on
actual cases and results compared with those obtained from the conventional methods of beam
measurements.

9. Availability of required data / access to  required equipment / availability of research facilities
and other resources required:

Test observations done by proposer using MeerKAT AR1 will be used for the purpose of determination
of primary beams of individual antennas and the combined interferometer beam, simultaneously with
the observations. Some of the datasets have specifically been obtained by proposer for such studies. No
new observations and proposals are required for this purpose. Computing resources already available
with the Radio Research group (RARG, SKA-SA) will be used for the project.



10. Signature of supervisor and date of proposal submission, noting  the  following:  
  
The  subsidiary for postgraduate degrees from the Department of Higher Education is optimized for a
Masters degree to be completed in two years, and a Doctoral degree to be completed in three years.
SKA SA bursaries are aligned with this framework. I conform that there is a reasonable chance that a
student will complete the work of the proposed project within the prescribed time.
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